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Abstract
Large-scale parallel applications are highly data-intensive

and perform terabytes of I/O routinely. Unfortunately, on a
large-scale system where multiple applications run concur-
rently, I/O contention negatively affects system efficiency and
causes unfair bandwidth allocation among applications. To
address these challenges, this paper introduces GIFT, a princi-
pled dynamic approach to achieve fairness among competing
applications and improve system efficiency.

1 Introduction

Problem Space and Gaps in Existing Approaches. In-
crease in computing power has enabled scientists to expedite
the scientific discovery process, but scientific applications pro-
duce more and more analysis and checkpoint data, worsening
their I/O bottleneck [7, 45]. Many applications spend 15-40%
of their execution time performing I/O, which is expected
to increase for exascale systems [12, 15, 22, 31, 53, 55]. Un-
fortunately, multiple concurrent applications on a large-scale
system lead to severe I/O contention, limiting the usability of
future HPC systems [11, 45].

Recognizing the importance of the problem, there have
been numerous efforts to mitigate I/O contention from both
I/O throughput and fairness perspectives [13, 14, 17, 25, 37,
42, 75, 76, 78, 88, 89]. Unfortunately, ensuring fairness and
maximizing throughput are conflicting objectives, and it is
challenging to strike a balance between them under I/O
contention. For parallel HPC applications, the side-effect of
I/O contention is further amplified because of the need for
synchronous I/O progress. HPC applications are inherently
tightly synchronized; during an I/O phase, MPI processes
of an HPC application must wait for all processes to finish
their I/O before resuming computation (i.e., synchronous I/O
progress among MPI processes is required) [28,31,39,57,90].

MPI processes of an HPC application perform parallel I/O
access to multiple back-end storage targets (e.g., an array
of disks) concurrently. These back-end storage targets are
shared among concurrently running applications and have
different degree of sharing over time and hence, a varying
level of contention. A varying level of I/O contention at
the shared back-end parallel storage system makes differ-
ent MPI processes progress at different rates and hence, leads

to non-synchronous I/O progress. In Sec. 2, we quantify non-
synchronous I/O progress as a key source of inefficiency in
shared parallel storage systems. It results in (1) wastage of
compute cycles on compute nodes, and (2) reduction in effec-
tive system I/O bandwidth (i.e., the bandwidth that contributes
toward synchronous I/O progress), since full bandwidth is not
utilized toward synchronous I/O progress.

Recent works have noted that non-synchronous I/O
progress degrades application and system performances on
modern supercomputers like Mira, Edison, Cori, and Ti-
tan [9, 31, 32, 39, 69, 83]. Thus, there is an emerging interest
in improving the quality-of-service (QoS) of parallel stor-
age systems [24, 80, 86]. Previous works have proposed rule-
based or ad-hoc bandwidth allocation strategies for HPC stor-
age [14, 17, 23, 36, 42, 88, 89]. However, existing approaches
do not systematically implement synchronous I/O progress to
balance the competing objectives: improving effective system
I/O bandwidth and improving fairness.

To bridge this solution gap, this paper describes GIFT, a
coupon-based bandwidth allocation approach to ensure syn-
chronous I/O progress of HPC applications while maximizing
I/O bandwidth utilization and ensuring fairness among con-
current applications on parallel storage systems.

Summary of the GIFT Approach. GIFT introduces two
key ideas: (1) Relaxing the fairness window: GIFT breaks
away from the traditional concept of instantaneous fairness
at each I/O request, and instead, ensures fairness over multi-
ple I/O phases and runs of an application. This opportunity
is enabled by exploiting the observation that HPC applica-
tions have multiple I/O phases during a run and are highly
repetitive, often exhibiting similar behavior across runs; and
(2) Throttle-and-reward approach for I/O bandwidth alloca-
tion: GIFT opportunistically throttles the I/O bandwidth of
certain applications at times in an attempt to improve the
overall effective system I/O bandwidth (i.e., it minimizes the
wasted I/O bandwidth that does not contribute toward syn-
chronous I/O progress). GIFT’s throttle-and-reward approach
intelligently exploits instantaneous opportunities to improve
effective system I/O bandwidth. Further, relaxing the fairness
window enables GIFT to reward the “throttled” application at
a later point to ensure fairness.
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Figure 1: Overview of HPC storage system architecture.

First, GIFT allocates I/O bandwidth to all competing appli-
cations in a fair manner and ensures synchronous I/O progress
among all processes of the same application at all times - this
fundamental design principle eliminates the key source of
parallel storage system inefficiencies (Sec. 3.1). This allows
GIFT to estimate the amount of wasted I/O bandwidth (i.e.,
bandwidth which does not contribute toward the synchronous
I/O progress). Then, GIFT exploits the “opportunity” to re-
duce the bandwidth waste by identifying and throttling the
I/O bandwidth share of some applications and expanding the
I/O bandwidth share of other applications (Sec. 3.2). To mini-
mize the I/O bandwidth waste, GIFT uses constraint-based,
linear programming to optimally allocate bandwidths to ap-
plications (Sec. 3.4). GIFT issues “coupons” to the throttled
applications – the worth of these coupons is proportional to
the degree of throttling. At a later point, GIFT “redeems” the
previously issued coupons to throttled applications to ensure
fairness (Sec. 3.3). In cases where GIFT cannot redeem issued
coupons for an application, it rewards the application with
proportional compute node-hours (credited from a bounded
“system regret budget”). This system regret budget acts as
a credit bank of compute node-hours, which GIFT uses to
achieve fairness when coupons cannot be redeemed.

The contributions of GIFT include:
Design and Implementation. GIFT designs and develops
an efficient and practical coupon-based management sys-
tem for I/O bandwidth allocation among competing appli-
cations on shared parallel storage systems. GIFT develops
new lightweight and effective techniques to identify throttle-
friendly applications, determine the degree of throttling and
expansion of I/O bandwidth share of competing applica-
tions, and redeem coupons to ensure fairness. GIFT shows
that the usage of the “system regret budget” upon failure
to redeem coupons is minimal, and that the compute node-
hours required for the system regret budget are much less
than compared to the increase in system throughput due to
faster I/O. GIFT implements all the core ideas in a real-
system prototype based on the FUSE file system, demon-
strating that GIFT’s’ ideas can be realized in practice, open
to the community for reproducibility, and do not require
heroic optimization efforts or system-specific parameter tun-
ings to realize the performance gains. GIFT is available at
https://github.com/GoodwillComputingLab/GIFT.

Evaluation of GIFT. Our evaluation confirms that GIFT re-
duces the “bandwidth waste” caused by I/O contention on a
HPC storage system, and thereby, improves the I/O bandwidth
utilization toward synchronous I/O progress, application per-
formance and fairness, and system job throughput. Our evalu-
ation is based on extensive real system experimental results,
guided by real-world, large-scale HPC system and applica-
tion parameters, and supported by simulation results. GIFT is
shown to improve the mean effective system I/O bandwidth
by 17% and the mean application I/O time by 10%, compared
to multiple competing schemes. GIFT is also shown to be
effective under various scenarios including high contention
levels and different application characteristics.

2 Background and Motivation

HPC Storage Systems. This section describes the key com-
ponents of storage systems attached to large-scale HPC sys-
tems, such as Mira, Edison, Titan, Cori, and Stampede2 [1,22,
54,73]. HPC systems use parallel file systems, such as Lustre,
Ceph, GPFS, and PVFS, to perform parallel I/O [58–60, 79].
For simplicity, this works targets widely-used Lustre-like HPC
storage system. A Lustre-like architecture consists of mul-
tiple building blocks (Fig. 1). The most basic of these is an
Object Storage Target (OST), a RAID array of disks. A file
is typically distributed across multiple OSTs for parallelism
and can be accessed in parallel from multiple MPI processes.
The OSTs serve the Object Storage Servers (OSS), which
are connected to the front-end compute nodes via an I/O net-
work. Applications running on compute nodes communicate
with the OSSes via file system clients. The Meta Data Server
(MDS) is the starting point for all file metadata operations.
MDS consults with the Meta Data Targets (MDT), which
maintain the metadata of all I/O requests.

Day in the Life of an I/O Request in a HPC System. Large-
scale applications run on multiple nodes and spawn multiple
(MPI) processes. These processes periodically write (or read)
analysis output and checkpoint data to (or from) the storage
system – referred to as an I/O phase. Processes from the same
application may perform I/O on separate files or stripe a single
file across multiple OSTs for concurrent access [8].

We refer to an I/O operation (read/write) accessing one
OST from an MPI process of an application as an I/O re-
quest. First, the file system client on the compute node issues
a remote procedure call (RPC) to the MDS, which returns
information about the file stripe and OST mappings. For a
new file creation request, the MDS first assigns OSTs in a
capacity-balanced manner. For existing files, the MDS returns
previously assigned OST information to the file system client.
Then, the file system client issues an I/O request over the
network to the OSS corresponding to the target OST [81].
In practice, during the I/O phase, an HPC application issues
multiple I/O requests from different MPI processes.
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Table 1: I/O characteristics of large-scale HPC applications.
< 1 min 1-15 mins > 15 mins

I/O HACC [63], HIMMER [63], PTF [32], VPIC [9],
Phase Chombo-Crunch Chombo-Crunch [52] Plasma Based
Length [52] WRF [48], Accelerators [19]

S3D [30, 33]
< 5 min 5-30 mins 30 mins - 3hr

I/O GTC [33], WRF [48], S3D, VPIC [9],
Interval Titan Apps [39], Chombo-Crunch [52], CHIMERA [33],

GYRO [33] Titan Apps [39] Chombo-Crunch [52],
VULCAN [33]

< 100 GB 100 GB - 1 TB > 1 TB
I/O GTC [33], WRF [48], VPIC [9],
Output POP [33], VULCAN [33], XGC1 [57],
Size GYRO [33] Titan Apps [39], HIMMER [63],

HACC [63] S3D [30, 33]
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Figure 2: CDF of the (a) number of times that applications make
appearances, (b) inter arrival times between each appearance, and
(c) variation of I/O characteristics between two appearances.

I/O Phases of HPC Applications. HPC applications are
typically long-running and perform I/O at regular inter-
vals [28, 31, 39, 57, 90]. Their execution time ranges from
a few hours to a few weeks [4, 5, 33, 57, 62, 83], and the com-
pute period between two I/O phases can be from minutes to
hours [9,33,39,48,52]. The I/O phases typically produce large
amounts of data (up to hundreds of GBs) in the form of check-
points and post-simulation results [8, 9, 33, 39, 48, 57, 62, 63].
Table 1 highlights the I/O characteristics of some popular
HPC applications collected from multiple supercomputers. It
shows that I/O phases can be as long as 30 min and the I/O
interval (compute period) can be between 5 min and 3 h. Also,
large amounts of data (100 GB - 5 TB) are transferred during
each I/O phase. Next, we discuss some HPC I/O observations.

Observation 1. HPC applications are highly repetitive in
nature – that is, HPC applications typically run repeatedly
and exhibit similar I/O behavior across their execution in-
stances, though different applications have different I/O be-
havior. Previous studies have shown that many HPC applica-
tions execute multiple times with similar execution charac-
teristics [4, 5, 12, 22, 62, 63]. This is because scientific appli-
cations often model and simulate physical phenomena. This
is an iterative process and requires repeated simulations for
model refinement. Analysis of job scheduler logs for the last
five years, two years, and one year from the leading supercom-
puters (Mira, Theta, and Stampede2) shows strong repetition
(Fig. 2). More than 40% of the applications appear more than
200 times and about 15% of the applications appear more
than 1000 times. Only less than 20% of the applications are
run less than 5 times. Interestingly, we also found that the
inter-arrival times between re-occurrences of HPC applica-
tions is relatively short on Mira and Theta (inter-arrival times
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Figure 3: I/O variability among I/O performing processes of an HPC
application on two HPC systems.

for Stampede2 were unavailable) (Fig. 2(b)). In fact, 80% of
repetitions occur within 24 hours of each other.

Furthermore, Fig. 2(c) shows that applications exhibit only
a small variation in their I/O characteristics across repeti-
tions. This data was obtained by instrumenting HPC applica-
tions with Darshan on the Mira supercomputer [63,83]. More
than 80% of the applications that repeat more than five times
show less than 5% standard deviation (as % of mean) in total
amount of data read and written. We observe similar trends
for different types of I/O requests (sequential and random).

Unfortunately, a shared storage back-end with no con-
tention mitigation strategies results in severe contention
among competing HPC applications [10, 28, 34, 47, 81, 85].
The I/O contention issue is further exacerbated by the need
for synchronous I/O progress in HPC applications – an
MPI process of an HPC application, exiting from an I/O
phase, must wait for the slower processes to also finish their
I/O [28,31,39,57,90]. Previous studies have noted that OSTs
are the most contended resource on the I/O storage path (i.e.,
compute node, I/O routers, and OSSes) [10, 34, 47, 81, 85],
since they have the lowest bandwidth among the different re-
sources. We note that the Meta Data Server (MDS) attempts to
capacity-balance the OSTs by mapping files uniformly across
OSTs, but since the MDS has no knowledge of future access
patterns, its decisions cannot avoid runtime I/O contention
on OSTs caused due to access patterns. Next, we provide
experimental evidence to demonstrate the impact of I/O con-
tention and how it affects synchronous I/O progress of HPC
applications.

Observation 2. MPI processes from the same application
experience significantly different I/O progress during an I/O
phase – resulting in non-synchronous I/O progress across pro-
cesses. This problem cannot be solved by simply identifying
and speeding up a straggler process. To demonstrate the ef-
fects of non-synchronous I/O progress, we performed a set of
IOR benchmark [41] experiments on a local, production HPC
system, Engaging. Engaging consists of over 100 compute
nodes, and runs a production Lustre parallel file system with
44 OSTs, 44 OSSes, and 1 MDS. We ran IOR with different
number of MPI processes, with each MPI process writing
to a different OST. Other concurrently running applications
were not controlled. We performed these experiments mul-
tiple times and from different compute nodes to eliminate
transient and spatial biases. From Fig. 3, we observe that the
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I/O time of different MPI processes can vary significantly (up
to 4x) across runs and the number of nodes (2-32 nodes, with 4
MPI processes per node). This non-synchronous I/O progress
is attributed to the difference in degrees of contention encoun-
tered by different MPI processes on their respective OSTs.
Similar experiments on Stampede2 showed up to 83% varia-
tion in I/O time. Previous studies have reported similar results
on non-synchronous I/O progress of MPI processes on other
large-scale supercomputers including Cori, Mira, Edison, and
Hopper [9, 40, 63, 83]. On further analysis, we discovered
that often different processes finish at very different speeds
(covering a large spectrum), and the ordering of processes in
terms of their completion time changes significantly across
different runs, because the I/O contention at different OSTs
changes over time. This shows that the non-synchronous I/O
progress problem is not the same as the traditional straggler
problem – and hence, cannot be solved by simply identifying
and speeding up a straggler MPI process or OST.

Observation 3. Non-synchronous progress among MPI pro-
cesses is caused due to unmanaged, varying I/O contention
at the OSTs in the HPC storage back-end. Naïve strategies
to ensure synchronous I/O progress cannot find the right bal-
ance between competing objectives: maximizing effective I/O
bandwidth and fairness among applications. To further ana-
lyze the I/O contention behavior, we ran another set of IOR
experiments on Engaging, measuring the observed I/O band-
width at each OST. Each experiment consists of writing to
a particular OST from one process. Fig. 4 shows the con-
tention (defined as the inverse of bandwidth) faced on a few
OSTs (other OSTs show similar trends). Results of this sim-
ple experiment show that the degree of contention is different
on each OST and varies over time. Unfortunately, allocating
I/O bandwidth among competing applications to achieve con-
flicting objectives (fairness, effective system I/O bandwidth,
synchronous I/O progress) is non-trivial. To achieve fairness,
POFS (Per-OST Fair Share) scheme allocates I/O bandwidth
to all competing applications equally on each individual OST
(as shown in Fig. 5). But, this fair scheme may generate non-
synchronous I/O progress and lead to lower effective system
I/O bandwidth (i.e., sum of all bandwidths that contribute
toward synchronous I/O progress). For example, under POFS,
a part of the bandwidth assigned to all applications on OST3
and a part of the bandwidth assigned to A on OST1 are wasted.
This is because additionally allocated bandwidths do not con-
tribute toward synchronous I/O progress.

To ensure synchronous I/O progress, one can allocate band-
width on each OST determined by the fair allocation on the
bottlenecked OST. In Fig. 5, BSIP (Basic Synchronous I/O
Progress) scheme performs such an allocation. Essentially,
BSIP scheme allocates the I/O bandwidth to an application
as determined by its most contended OST (e.g., A’s alloca-
tions on other OSTs is determined by its bottlenecked or
the most-contended OST (i.e.,OST2)). Unfortunately, this
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Figure 4: I/O contention on 3 of the 44 OSTs on Engaging (blue line
indicates the mean contention level).
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scheme also creates bandwidth gaps on less contended OSTs
and lowers effective system I/O bandwidth because the band-
width share is limited by the most-contended OST. On the
other hand, a greedy approach to minimize bandwidth gaps
by preferentially allocating bandwidth to applications that
maximize effective system I/O bandwidth, while still ensur-
ing synchronous I/O progress results in unfair allocations.
Fig. 5 illustrates such a scheme, referred as MBW (Minimum
Bandwidth Wastage), which minimize bandwidth gaps by al-
locating more bandwidth to certain applications and unfairly
hurting other applications (e.g., it reduces the bandwidth share
of application E to zero in Fig. 5). In summary, allocating I/O
bandwidth among competing applications presents challeng-
ing trade-offs and GIFT strikes a balance between them as
described in the next section.

3 GIFT: Design and Implementation

3.1 Overview of GIFT
First, GIFT enforces synchronous I/O progress among pro-
cesses of an application by allocating bandwidth using the
BSIP scheme (Fig. 5). BSIP determines the bandwidth alloca-
tion to an application according to its most contended OST.
As shown in Fig. 5, BSIP scheme can create bandwidth gaps
on OSTs, GIFT attempts to “fill” these bandwidth gaps by
carefully throttling the bandwidth share of some applications
and expanding the bandwidth share of some other applica-
tions, such that a net gain in the overall effective system I/O
bandwidth is achieved. This requires identifying which appli-
cations to throttle, when to throttle, whom to expand, and how
to compensate throttled applications for fairness. GIFT uses
a simple and low-overhead approach to dynamically identify
“throttle-friendly applications”: applications which GIFT can
throttle with high confidence of rewarding the stolen band-
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width at a later point. The later point could be during the
same I/O phase, a later I/O phase during the same run, or a
future run of the same application (Sec. 3.2). GIFT issues
“coupons” to throttled application which can be redeemed at
later points. At regular intervals (also referred as “decision
instance”), GIFT considers all throttle-friendly applications
(i.e., applications which can redeem a high fraction of is-
sued coupons - “high redemption rates”) and solves a linear
programming (LP) based optimization problem to maximize
the effective I/O bandwidth (Sec. 3.4). This step determines
which applications are throttled, which ones are expanded,
and by how much. Expanded applications (which can also
include throttle-friendly applications) get more than their fair
share of the bandwidth, which reduces the bandwidth wastage.

Finally, GIFT bounds the unfairness toward throttle-
friendly applications by using a dynamic limiting strategy
(Sec. 3.2). GIFT periodically assess its fairness and compen-
sates for the unfair treatment in the form of compute time
(i.e., node-hours on the HPC system). GIFT also bounds the
node-hours given out to a maximum specified “system regret
budget” of compute node-hours. Algorithm 1 outlines the
steps that GIFT takes at the start of every decision instance.

Algorithm 1 GIFT Decision Algorithm.
1: X ← All apps performing I/O
2: ∀i ∈ X , Determine fair share of bandwidth as per bi,bsip
3: Redeem previously issued coupons if possible (Sec. 3.3)
4: ↑ Redemption rate of apps with redeemed coupons
5: Determine the set of throttle-friendly apps Y (Sec. 3.2)
6: Allocate bandwidth using LP optimization (Sec. 3.4)
7: Issue coupons to throttled apps ⊆ Y
8: ↓ Redemption rate of apps with issued coupons

3.2 Identifying Throttle-friendly Applications

To identify throttle-friendly applications, GIFT throttles, is-
sues coupons, and observes the coupon redemption rate of
throttled applications. Redemption rate can be estimated with
high accuracy if the whole system state (e.g., information
about all concurrently running applications, their OST map-
ping, I/O phase length, etc.) is stored with every coupon is-
suance and redemption event. However, this can impose a
high storage and access overhead. Also, note that, some ap-
plication’s OST-level I/O behavior might change over a long
period (e.g., the number of OSTs, and OST mappings), caus-
ing the application’s throttle-friendly status to change.

Therefore, GIFT uses the concept of receding window at
the application-level that captures the recent history of an
application’s coupon redemption behavior (Sec. 3.5 and 4
show it is both lightweight and effective). The recent coupon
redemption behavior of an application is estimated at the start
of every decision instance by taking the ratio of the coupons
redeemed to the last N coupons issued, where N denotes the

Table 2: GIFT model parameters.

N Length of the receding window of applications (unit:
number of coupons issued)

τ Minimum redemption rate required for an applica-
tion to be eligible for throttling and for the system
to throttle applications (unit: ratio)

Bthres Upper threshold of the factor by which each appli-
cation’s I/O request can be throttled

length of the receding window (Table 2). For fairness and sim-
plicity, length of the receding window (N) is kept the same
for all applications, although each application may take a
different amount of time to accumulate N coupons depend-
ing upon its OST mappings, I/O phase length, and system
I/O contention level, etc. At the start of decision instance, k,
the coupon redemption rate of an application i is expressed
as ci(k) = ni(k)/N, where ni(k) is the number of coupons
redeemed (out of N) by application i. GIFT considers an ap-
plication throttle-friendly, if its redemption rate is greater than
a set threshold τ: Y (k) = {i ∈ X(k), if ci(k)≥ τ}, where X(k)
is the set of all applications performing I/O and Y (k) is the
set of throttle-friendly applications. As the receding window
moves forward, more coupons are issued only until ci(k)≥ τ.
Once the redemption rate breaches the τ limit, GIFT avoids
issuing more coupons to the application until it redeems its
existing coupons and its redemption rate goes above τ. Using
this method, GIFT ensures that unfairness is bounded for each
application in case the application’s redemption rate cannot
go over the threshold. GIFT gives out compute node-hours
as regret for unfairly treated applications periodically - this
period is referred as “regret assessment period” and, as Sec. 4
shows, it can be much larger to allow applications sufficient
time for redeeming the coupons.

Throttling applications based on threshold-based redemp-
tion rate at the application-level helps constrain the “regret”
the system experiences from giving out node-hours (out of
the system’s regret budget) for unfair treatment toward one
single application. But, in a system with multiple applica-
tions, the system’s “cumulative” regret in terms of compute
node-hours given to all applications can still grow sufficiently
large. To address this challenge, GIFT employs a receding
window at the system-level too, where it tracks the aggregate
redemption rate of coupons issued by the system to all the
applications, in order to minimize the “system regret bud-
get” level. GIFT makes sure that the system only hands out
coupons until its redemption rate is above τ (same threshold
as the one used for the applications). However, unlike applica-
tions’ redemption rates, GIFT resets the system’s redemption
rate at the end of each regret assessment period. This prevents
the system’s redemption rate from being saturated at τ be-
cause of non-throttle-friendly applications which never get
redeemed, which can cause GIFT to miss the opportunity of
throttling even throttle-friendly applications. Our evaluation
(Sec. 4) shows that GIFT’s approach of using τ at the system-
and application- level helps keep the outstanding node-hours
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(“system regret budget”) to a reasonably low level (e.g., less
than 7% of the total gain in compute node-hours obtained
via system throughput improvement due to GIFT). We also
observed that keeping the same τ for applications and system
is simple and effective; a higher τ at the system-level does not
yield additional improvements.

Finally, we note that GIFT carefully chooses the length
of receding window (N) to balance competing trade-offs:
bound on unfairness toward applications vs. stability of ap-
plication’s status (throttle-friendly or non-throttle-friendly).
If N is too large, it increases the upper bound on unfairness
toward individual applications (i.e., possibility of higher num-
ber of coupons that cannot be redeemed). If N is small, an
application’s redemption rate ci(k) can vary erratically as the
window glides, and the application’s status can toggle fre-
quently between throttle-friendly and non-throttle-friendly.
GIFT achieves stable behavior by maintaining the variance of
the mean redemption rate of the receding window to be small.
For samples within a given receding window, the maximum
variance occurs when half of the coupons can be successfully
redeemed, and the other half cannot be redeemed. Hence,
the maximum possible variance is v2 = 0.25 (independent
of N). The variance of the mean redemption rate is defined
as σ2 = v2

N , which is bounded by σ2 ≤ 0.25
N . Statistically, σ

less than 0.001 can achieve reasonable stability [49]. GIFT’s
choice of receding window length is guided by this principle.
In fact, GIFT’s evaluation demonstrates that its improvements
are not sensitive to the choice of parameters N (receding win-
dow size) and τ (redemption rate threshold), and that GIFT
performs effectively well without the need to fine-tune.

3.3 Coupon Redemption Policy
Recall that redeeming previously issued coupons is critical to
ensuring fairness. GIFT does not simply attempt to redeem an
application’s coupons the very next I/O phase after they were
issued. This is because if redeeming a coupon requires throt-
tling another application, then it would lead to a zero-sum
result in terms of improvements in efficiency (e.g., effective
system bandwidth). Thus, GIFT redeems coupons only when
it does not require throttling applications. Before perform-
ing optimal bandwidth allocation and picking applications to
throttle, GIFT first attempts to redeem coupons of previously
throttled applications (Algorithm 1 line 3).

Coupons are redeemed when GIFT finds gaps on the OSTs
on which a coupon-bearing application is running. After mak-
ing the basic fair synchronous-I/O progress (BSIP) bandwidth
allocation, GIFT searches through the coupon database of
active applications. If all of the OSTs on which the coupon-
bearing application is performing I/O have a bandwidth gap,
then the coupon is redeemed either partially (if the gap is
less than the coupon value) or fully or multiple coupons can
also be redeemed (if the gap is large enough). By redeeming
coupons in this manner, GIFT avoids throttling other appli-
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Figure 6: GIFT redeems coupons in a manner which is fair and
efficient, without throttling other applications.

cations. Also, GIFT, by design, allows coupons to be issued
and redeemed on different OSTs for any given application.

GIFT intelligently allocates spare bandwidth toward
redeeming coupons to maintain fairness and efficiency.
We note that redeeming coupons without throttling other ap-
plications requires availability of “spare I/O bandwidth”. One
may reason that since spare I/O bandwidth is available, ap-
plications would have naturally been allocated higher I/O
bandwidth allocation, irrespective of GIFT’s I/O bandwidth
allocation policies. Consequently, why should GIFT refer to
this additional allocated I/O bandwidth as “coupon redemp-
tion” and claim this as a mechanism to achieve fairness? Be-
low, we discuss a simple example to illustrate the wide range
of choices to allocate spare I/O bandwidth. But, GIFT care-
fully allocates this spare bandwidth such that (1) it redeems
previously issued coupons (i.e., maintains fairness over longer
term), but (2) without throttling any application at the current
decision instance, otherwise it would cause more unfairness
and lead to a zero-sum result in terms of efficiency.

As shown in Fig. 6, let us consider a simple example: two
OSTs and bandwidth allocation decisions at three decision
instances (k1, k2 and k3). At instance k1, OST1 is shared
by two applications (A and B), but OST2 is only serving
application B. The fair share of application A is 50% on
OST1. But, if A was given its fair share on OST1, then half
of the bandwidth on OST2 would be wasted since it would
have not contributed toward synchronous I/O progress even
if it was allocated to application B. Therefore, GIFT decides
to throttle application A to reduce the overall I/O bandwidth
waste. Application A’s share on OST1 is reduced to 35%
and a corresponding coupon is issued, and application B’s
share on both OSTs is increased to 65% which results in 15%
reduction in I/O bandwidth waste on OST2.

At instance k2, OST1 is shared by three applications (A,
B, and C), and OST2 is now shared by four applications (B,
D, E and F). Note that application B’s bandwidth share is de-
cided by its bottlenecked OST (OST2). Application B’s share
on OST1 and OST2 is 25% – this ensures synchronous I/O
progress and is not unfair to application B and other applica-
tions on OST1 or OST2. Due to application B’s bottleneck on
OST2, 9% of spare bandwidth is available on OST1. The fair
share for application A and C on OST1 is 33% each. A GIFT-
less approach that does not issue coupons to maintain fairness
over longer time windows, would equally divide this spare
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bandwidth on OST1 (9%) to both application A and C. How-
ever, GIFT decides to allocate this spare bandwidth fully to
application A (increases its share to 42%, partially redeeming
a coupon issued to application A at instance k1). Application
C is still treated fairly even though it is not allocated any part
of the spare bandwidth. Application C’s fair share was 33%
and it still receives it. At instance k3 (same OST sharing sce-
nario as instance k2), application A receives 6% of the spare
bandwidth (completely redeeming the coupon issued at k1)
and the remaining 3% bandwidth can be allocated in any way
(it is allocated to application C in this case).

In summary, application A was throttled in the past to in-
crease the effective system I/O bandwidth utilization. Applica-
tion A was kind then, and is later picked to receive the reward
(larger share in the available spare bandwidth), without being
unfair to C or throttling any other application below its fair
share. This way, GIFT’s decision to throttle A in the past
proves to be useful. Using a throttle-and-reward approach,
GIFT reduces the overall bandwidth utilization over these
three time steps, while ensuring fairness to other applications
and maintaining synchronous I/O progress. A GIFT-less BSIP
approach (instantaneous fairness and synchronous I/O ensur-
ing allocation at each decision instance but without throttle-
and-reward approach) would have been fair but incurred 50%
bandwidth waste on OST2 at instance k1; in comparison GIFT
incurs only 35% bandwidth waste, while remaining fair over
multiple decision instances. These are the kind of opportuni-
ties that GIFT detects and exploits. Such situations are not
deterministic or predictable, which is why GIFT learns using
the concepts of redemption rate and system regret budget.

Lastly, we note that GIFT can track coupon issuance and
redemption at the user-level if the same application is be-
ing shared across multiple users and maintaining fairness at
the user-level is deemed more appropriate. This will simply
require including and tracking different types of identifiers
per I/O request. GIFT can be extended to support different
variations of “fair share” instead of being limited to treating
all applications equally important. This can be achieved via
encoding and tracking relative priority levels, or weights.

3.4 Optimal Bandwidth Allocation

Once a set of throttle-friendly applications is determined and
coupons are redeemed, GIFT proceeds to make the bandwidth
allocations to maximize the effective bandwidth. Inputs to
this step include the set of throttle-friendly applications, the
set of all applications concurrently performing I/O, and the
set of OSTs being used by each application.

First, GIFT calculates the fair share of each application
on the OSTs it is performing I/O on, to ensure synchronous
I/O progress. These allocations are the same as in the BSIP
scheme (Fig. 5). Next, GIFT maximizes the effective I/O
bandwidth by adjusting the bandwidth of all applications sub-
ject to multiple constraints: (1) only throttle-friendly appli-

cations are allowed a lower bandwidth assignment than their
fair share, (2) the total effective bandwidth is always equal
to or greater than what is achieved by the BSIP scheme, and
(3) the gains from reducing the bandwidth wastage should
be more than the worth of issued coupons (i.e., bandwidth
waste with BSIP - bandwidth waste with GIFT > aggregate
worth of coupons). GIFT formulates and solves this problem
as a constraint-based, linear programming (LP) bandwidth
allocation optimization problem, as discussed below.

Bandwidth allocation LP optimization: GIFT accounts for
constraints from both, the applications’ and system’s perspec-
tives. For the applications, at each decision instance k:

• All I/O requests (ri) of application i issued across all
assigned OSTs (Si) should get the same bandwidth in
order to facilitate synchronized I/O progress, i.e., for
application i, bi j = bi∀ j ∈ Si, where bi j is bandwidth
allocated to application i’s I/O request on OST j and bi
is the bandwidth allocated to application i’s I/O request
running on the most contented OST.
• The final bandwidth allocation bi should be s.t.

(a) bi,bsip(1−Bthres)≤ bi ≤ 1 if i ∈ Y
(b) bi,bsip ≤ bi ≤ 1 otherwise

The second constraint essentially allows GIFT to reduce
the bandwidth share of a throttle-friendly application (belong-
ing to set Y ) by a configurable parameter (Bthres) (Table 2).
Higher values of Bthres create more opportunity of reducing
bandwidth wastage, but also result in higher coupon values.
Our evaluation shows that GIFT delivers performance for a
wide range of Bthres values and does not require tuning.

From the system’s perspective, the bandwidth allocation at
each OST is constrained by its full capacity. That is, ∀ j ∈ Z,
where Z is the set of all OSTs, if L j is the set of applications
served by j, then ∑i∈L j bi ≤ 1. With these constraints in mind,
at every instance, k, we have the following polynomial-time
optimization problem: maximize the effective system I/O
bandwidth by making allocations bi for each application i:

maximize ∑
j∈Z

∑
i∈L j

bi (1)

We make two important remarks: (1) throttle-friendly ap-
plications are not always necessarily throttled. In fact, if it
is optimal to give more bandwidth to a throttle-friendly ap-
plication (i.e., expand a throttle-friendly application), given
a set of contending applications, then the GIFT’s LP-based
optimization solution does so. (2) At any time instance, the
throttling decision is not limited to picking only one can-
didate. In fact, the GIFT’s LP-based optimization solution
might select to throttle multiple throttle-friendly applications
simultaneously and expand multiple applications (including
throttle-friendly applications) if it leads to highest effective
system I/O bandwidth while honoring the constraints.
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3.5 GIFT Implementation

To evaluate GIFT, we implemented it using FUSE [67] as
the base file system. Our prototype extends FUSE to capture
the functionality of a parallel file system. The architecture of
the GIFT implementation is similar to that of a Lustre-based
HPC storage system (Sec. 2). Compute nodes mount the re-
mote partition through FUSE. A local service daemon acts
as a file system client on each compute node and monitors
the mounted partition. An application’s requests for file sys-
tem operations are intercepted by the service daemon and
executed on remote storage targets through RPC calls over
the network. The file system client forwards file metadata
requests to a remote metadata service (MDS), which decides
the remote storage target (OST) mappings of a file. Once a
file is open, data requests are directly sent over the network
to the appropriate OST without involving the MDS. Each I/O
request is augmented with metadata about application identity.
A local service daemon (OSS) running on the storage node
persists the application’s data to the OST. Similar to Lus-
tre, our implementation uses two separate network channels:
“Lnet” for internal messages (for example, heartbeat, control
messages, etc.) and “Dnet” for application data.

The MDS daemon broadcasts a heartbeat message to all
the OSSes at a user-configurable time interval. Each OSS
responds to the heartbeat message with a list of currently
active data requests. The OSSes send a set of <application,
I/O requests> tuples for each application they are serving.
The MDS uses this data to look up its “coupon” table, make
redemption decisions, and determine a set of throttle-friendly
applications. Then, it makes a LP optimal bandwidth allo-
cation decision and sends a set of <application, bandwidth
allocation> tuples to each OSS. The optimal bandwidth
allocation algorithm is implemented using the COIN-OR
CLP [43] library. The blkio control group (cgroup) is used
to enforce bandwidth limits. GIFT uses the MDS as a central-
ized coordination and decision-making service for all OSSes.
OSSes incurring transient failures can be synchronized at
the next decision instance. GIFT uses a 1 second timeout and
makes a new decision if more than 80% of the OSSes respond.
GIFT’s decision instance interval is configurable and set to
10 seconds by default, that is decisions are made every 10
sec (Sec. 4). Note that GIFT operates and makes decisions
at the system-level without requiring any input from the user
applications or changing user applications.

We chose FUSE instead of a production parallel file sys-
tem such as Lustre or GPFS to implement GIFT’s core ideas
because the current underlying implementation of bandwidth
control support provided in Lustre and GPFS cannot be used
for GIFT purposes. This is because the current bandwidth
control support does not guarantee synchronous I/O progress
and may create imbalance across contended OSTs – a key
source of inefficiency that GIFT attempts to solve. GPFS pro-
vides bandwidth control only for maintenance tasks [24]. We

experimented with recent QoS control features of Lustre as
provided by LIME and other frameworks (TBF-NRS algo-
rithm) [56, 80, 86], but found that fairness mechanism does
not work as expected because the QoS support does not ac-
count for the OST mappings. Even simple experiments such
as running a few applications with equal QoS support results
in significant performance differences (up to 25%) because
of varying level of contention at OST level which leads to
non-synchronous progress – these issues and OST mapping
information is not accounted by existing early QoS support
features. GIFT solves these issues.

4 Evaluation

Methodology. GIFT is evaluated on a real system using sys-
tem and application characteristics of supercomputers Mira,
Theta, and Stampede2. GIFT’s experimental setup includes
64 OSSes (and corresponding 64 OSTs) and one MDS run-
ning on a cluster with Intel Xeon E5-2686 v4 servers – similar
to the Stampede2 OSS and MDS configuration. A total of
192 file system clients are connected to OSSes. The servers
and clients are connected to each other via Ethernet with a
measured peak bandwidth of 4.5 GB/s. Each OST is con-
nected to a single HDD with a peak bandwidth of 102 MB/s.
Experiments are driven by an application set of 250 appli-
cations, where applications are executed with repetitions as
per the typical number of distinct applications submitted on
Stampede2 during a week [1, 16]. The characteristics of ap-
plications, such as number of nodes, total compute time and
amount of I/O data, are taken from applications running on
Stampede2 [16,62,66]. Number of MPI processes, and length
of compute interval and I/O intervals is based on Darshan logs
from Mira and Theta [83]. We use a transparent checkpointing
library (DMTCP [3]) to produce periodic I/O from HPC appli-
cations such as CoMD [51], SNAP [87], and miniFE [26]. The
application arrival times follow a Gamma distribution [1, 44]
and are scheduled on the system using an FCFS strategy
with easy-backfilling, as used by contemporary HPC sched-
ulers [65]. For practical repeatability, the real-system eval-
uation scales down the compute and I/O phases to get one
week’s system wall clock time to finish within a few days.
We also evaluate GIFT using simulations to gain deeper in-
sights into GIFT’s performance on large-scale systems. The
simulations allow us to study aspects of GIFT which are too
time consuming to be feasible for a representative real-system
evaluation. Specifically, we use simulations to explore the ef-
fect of GIFT model parameters and high contention on GIFT
performance – these explorations require hundreds of runs
to cover the full parameter space. The simulations use the
same parameters as the real-system evaluation, but the default
application set size is increased to 500 and the simulated time
period is 25 days of system wall clock time. As discussed
later, the simulation results support the real-system evaluation
results and demonstrate the robustness of GIFT.
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Figure 7: GIFT’s implementation provides improvement for both application- and system- level objectives (higher is better).

Scheduling Policies. We evaluate GIFT against seven com-
peting I/O scheduling policies: Per-OST Fair Share (POFS),
Basic Synchronous I/O Progress (BSIP), Minimum Band-
width Wastage (MBW), Throttle Small Applications (TSA),
Expand Small Applications (ESA), Throttle Most Frequent
Applications (TMF), and Throttle Randomly (RND). POFS,
BSIP, and MBW are implemented as discussed in Sec. 2. TSA
attempts to increase the effective system bandwidth by throt-
tling small applications, while ESA attempts to improve the
system throughput by increasing the bandwidth allocation for
longer-running, smaller applications that generally do small
I/O [2, 4, 5]. We also compare against other simple, intuitive
strategies such as TMF and RND, which pick the “most fre-
quently appearing” and “random” applications for bandwidth
throttling, respectively. POFS is used as the baseline policy.

Objective Metrics. Application I/O Time is the amount of
time spent in I/O by an application during its run. Application
Run Time is the run time of the application. Effective System
Bandwidth is the average effective I/O bandwidth during the
run of an application set, defined as overall system bandwidth
minus the wasted bandwidth (Sec. 2). System Throughput is
the number of jobs completed per unit time.

GIFT’s real-system implementation provides better
application- and system- level performances. First, our re-
sults show that GIFT outperforms all competing techniques
significantly. Fig. 7 (a)-(d) show that GIFT performs better for
mean application I/O time, mean application runtime, effec-
tive system bandwidth, and system throughput, respectively.
The mean application I/O time with GIFT is 10% better than
with POFS, and 3.5% better than the next best technique,
BSIP. Interestingly, when applications are throttled based on
their characteristics (TSA, ESA, and TMF), or are arbitrarily
throttled (RND), the performance remains similar to that of
BSIP. This shows that naïve, rule-based techniques cannot
match the performance delivered by the GIFT approach.

GIFT also improves the effective system bandwidth by
more than 17% compared to POFS and other techniques, ex-
cept MBW. Expectedly, MBW improves the effective system
bandwidth the highest because it solely focuses on this metric.
Next, we note that by compromising fairness one could design
techniques that solely focus on improving system throughput
(e.g., favor small jobs). GIFT does not compromise fairness,
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Figure 8: GIFT implementation bounds outstanding node-hours
using application- and system-level redemption rate thresholds.

and it neither directly manipulates nor aims to improve the
system job throughput, but by virtue of reducing I/O band-
width waste and mean application I/O time, GIFT yields 2%
improvement in system throughput. We note that even a small
improvement in system throughput leads to large monetary
savings in operational cost of HPC systems [18, 71, 84].

Next, we recall that GIFT gives out compute node-hours as
regret, but it is minimal compared to the system throughput
improvement it enables (2% savings in total compute node-
hours). Fig. 8 shows that GIFT gave out less than 0.06% hours
of total compute node-hours from the system regret budget in
a more than two-day long experimental run – this result shows
that application- and system-level redemption rate thresholds
keep the system regret budget under control. Even if one were
to award outstanding node-hours every day, GIFT would give
out only 0.12% of node-hours, which is much smaller than
the gains in system throughput (2%); this trend is also later
supported by simulation results.

Next, we discuss the effectiveness of GIFT in terms of fair-
ness. First, recall that the design of GIFT introduces two ideas:
(1) opportunistically rewarding applications, and (2) compen-
sating unfairness in I/O performance via additional compute
hours. These ideas do not naturally align with the traditional
notion of fairness - where a scheme tends to distribute the
“benefits” equally among all applications and the “currency”
of fairness measurement remains the same. In contrast, GIFT
is designed to distribute the benefit opportunistically among
applications because, as discussed earlier, distributing the ben-
efits equally among all applications leads to benefit (system
bandwidth) wastage due to non-synchronous I/O progress.
GIFT achieves fairness by compensating I/O unfairness with
compute resources. Therefore, GIFT’s performance cannot
be directly compared with POFS to establish its fairness ef-
fectiveness. Nevertheless, we provide this comparison for
completeness and to demonstrate that GIFT is not unfair.
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Fig. 9(a) and (b) show that GIFT implementation provides
similar fairness in terms of both the I/O and runtime perfor-
mance as the baseline fairness strategy (POFS). First, as ex-
pected, GIFT indeed provides better performance than POFS
for many applications. In fact, GIFT is able to improve the
I/O performance of one-third of the applications by more
than 20%, while competing techniques cannot. But, this im-
provement is not evenly distributed among all beneficiary
applications. This is because, as noted earlier, GIFT rewards
certain applications opportunistically by increase their I/O
bandwidth if it helps reduce the overall bandwidth waste. We
note that these decisions are not systematically biased toward
preferring certain applications over others.

Therefore, next, we focus on applications that receive worse
performance than under the POFS scheme. This set of appli-
cation provides us a better quantification of “unfairness” of
GIFT and other competing schemes. First we note that other
competing schemes, besides GIFT, tend to provide worse per-
formance than POFS for a large fraction of applications com-
pared to POFS - indicating that they are not consciously fair-
ness aware. To further quantify this better, we use a more intu-
itive and traditional way to measure unfairness - the fraction
of applications that achieve worse performance than POFS.
As Fig. 9(c) shows GIFT outperforms other schemes in this
metric as well (32% for GIFT vs. more than 45% for all other
schemes, and 76% for MBW which aggressively focuses only
on performance and not fairness). More importantly, even
though 32% of the all the applications under GIFT achieve
worse performance POFS, we calculated that the average mag-
nitude of I/O time degradation for applications performing
worse than POFS is approx. 1.2%. This shows that GIFT
is able to provide a similar fair performance compared to
our baseline fairness scheme (POFS). These are applications
which get throttled initially but are unable to redeem coupons,
for which they get compensated in node-hours. Finally, we
note, unlike other competing schemes, GIFT indeeds com-
pensates these applications via compute resources and hence,
achieves fairness over the long term.

GIFT improves performance across different parameters
and the required system regret budget level needed to
award outstanding hours is fairly low even under pes-
simistic scenarios. To study the impact of model parameters
on GIFT performance accurately, we perform a simulation-
based exploration. First, we briefly present the simulation
results for the same objective metrics as the real system eval-
uation. We find that GIFT’s simulation results support and
closely match the trends observed with the real system evalua-
tion (Fig. 10 vs. Fig. 7). Fig. 10 shows that compared to POFS,
GIFT improves the mean application I/O time by 15% and ef-
fective system bandwidth by 25%. Similarly, GIFT improves
the mean application run time by more than 4% and system
throughput by approx. 2%. We note thatthe absolute improve-
ment values are higher than real system evaluation because
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Figure 9: GIFT implementation provides I/O and runtime perfor-
mance fairness to individual applications.
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Figure 10: GIFT simulation results support GIFT real-system-based
implementation results and show significant improvements.
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Figure 11: GIFT improves performance across different values of
throttle-and-reward parameters.

simulation study covers a longer time frame (25 days) and a
larger application set (500); this provides more opportunities
for GIFT to make better throttle-and-reward decisions.

Next, our results (Fig. 11) illustrate that GIFT performs
effectively across the parameter space and does not require
tuning. Recall that τ is the minimum redemption rate for the
system to throttle and for an application to be considered
throttle-friendly. Therefore, it is expected that at higher values
of τ, the I/O time would improve slightly. GIFT also contin-
ues to provide significant improvement in effective system
bandwidth, even with high τ values. Recall that Bthres is the
maximum factor by which an application’s bandwidth can be
throttled. Fig. 11(b) shows that GIFT is effective at different
Bthres values. Note that GIFT increases the effective system
bandwidth by as much as 5% points for higher Bthres values.
This trend is expected: a higher Bthres value implies higher
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Figure 12: GIFT is able to collect high cumulative number of samples
and bound the node-hours awarded.
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Figure 13: Applications with all types of characteristics experience
improvement in I/O performance with GIFT.

throttling power, and hence, better opportunities to fill the
bandwidth gap. However, this also causes slight reduction in
I/O time improvement (2% points). Next, Fig. 11(c) shows the
impact of parameter N (the length of the receding window)
on GIFT performance. Increasing N does not impact I/O time
but it improves effective system bandwidth slightly due to
better stability from one decision instance to the next. Overall,
GIFT does better than POFS across a wide range of N values.

Studying GIFT’s characteristics over time, Fig. 12(a)
shows that GIFT collects a large number of samples as
time progresses for both, default parameter configuration
(τ = 0.8,Bthres = 0.1) and extreme cases (τ = 0.1,Bthres = 0.1
and τ = 0.8,Bthres = 0.8). The sample collection continues in
order to adjust to application characteristics and learn about
new applications. Fig. 12(b) also shows that the number of
outstanding node-hours is quite low at all times due to ef-
fectiveness of GIFT’s redemption rate thresholds – therefore,
indicating that only a small system regret budget is needed.
Fig. 12(b) also shows that even under a pessimistic parameter
selection (τ = 0.1,Bthres = 0.1, low redemption rate thresh-
old for applications to be considered throttle-friendly), GIFT
needs a low number of outstanding node-hours at all times
(less than 20 hours at any instance, although the correspond-
ing 2% improvement in system throughput translates to a gain
of more than 5,800 node-hours). Even if outstanding node-
hours are awarded daily, the system regret budget needs to be
only 360 node-hours over 24 days, much less than the 5,800
node-hours gained with 2% system throughput improvement.

GIFT provides performance improvement for applica-
tions of different characteristics, under high I/O con-
tention, and device bandwidth (SSD vs. HDD). We per-
formed simulation based exploration to understand how GIFT
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Figure 14: GIFT performs better than POFS at all contention levels.

performs when key application characteristics are varied:
number of appearances of an application, number of I/O in-
tervals, and the size of I/O per I/O interval per MPI process
(rank). We found (Fig. 13 (a)-(c)) that GIFT continues to
provide a significant improvement in application I/O perfor-
mance as we vary the number of appearances of an application,
number of I/O intervals, and the per-interval I/O size across a
wide range. Our results (Fig. 14) also show that GIFT’s perfor-
mance benefits actually improve as we increase the contention
level from 100-applications set to 1,000-applications set; this
is expected because a higher-level of contention increases the
chances for GIFT to exercise throttle and reward. For 1,000
application-set GIFT improves mean application I/O time by
up to 16%, mean application run time by up to 7%, and effec-
tive system bandwidth by up to 30%. Finally, although GIFT
does not rely on specific storage device characteristics to pro-
vide benefits, we studied the effect of device bandwidth (e.g.,
SSD vs. HDD) on the limits of GIFT performance. As ex-
pected, we did not find the GIFT performance improvements
to be sensitive to the underlying storage device.

GIFT implementation is low-overhead and scalable on a
real system. GIFT has two sources of overhead: computation
and communication. MDS incurs the computation overhead
due to solving an LP optimization problem. Communication
overhead is incurred due to message exchanges between the
OSTs and MDS. To obtain pessimistic estimates on the GIFT
implementation overhead on a real system, we increase the
number of OSTs from 32 to 200 and increase the application
set size to 1,000 – amplifying the degree of GIFT overheads.
We measured that the CPU overhead on the MDS increased
from 1 ms to 5 ms which is negligible compared to decision
instance interval (10 seconds); GIFT produces similar re-
sults with similar decision instance interval lengths, however
choosing too small interval (e.g., 1 second) can make over-
head effects visible and choosing very large interval (e.g., 10
minute) can lead missed opportunities for throttle-and-reward.
The volume of messages between the MDS and the OSTs is
also minimal (less than 4 MB over two days) and occurs on a
non-critical network path. In our real system experiments, we
measured that overall GIFT’s implementation imposes a neg-
ligible overhead on I/O performance even under pessimistic
scenarios (less than 0.01%).
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5 Discussion

Relationship between I/O bandwidth improvements and
system throughput. We note that GIFT does not actively ma-
nipulate the I/O bandwidth allocation to directly improve the
system throughput. It is trivial to improve the system through-
put - for example, by allocating more I/O bandwidth share to
short-running jobs which can significantly increase the sys-
tem throughput at the expense of fairness. Nevertheless, as
our results show, GIFT is able to improve the overall system
throughput. This is because GIFT eliminatea I/O bandwidth
inefficiencies by increasing the I/O bandwidth toward syn-
chronous progress which reduces the overall I/O time and run
time of applications. Reducing the overall run time of appli-
cations by judiciously utilizing the available I/O bandwidth,
in turn, leads to completion of more jobs per unit time (i.e.,
system throughput increases).

Why traditional notions of measuring fairness alone
may be not be adequate for assessing the effectiveness
of GIFT. A conventional notion of fairness measures the
amount of equal opportunity among all participants. In the
case of GIFT, this translates to providing equal bandwidth
to all jobs concurrently performing I/O on the same OST
(i.e., POFS). However, this does not lead to effective equal
bandwidth division since jobs may not be able to leverage
the full I/O bandwidth due to non-synchronous I/O progress.
While, GIFT does not enforce this fair opportunity at every
decision instance, it does enforce it as a constraint in the long
run. Thus, GIFT enforces fair opportunity as a constraint.

Another conventional notion of fairness measures the
amount of equal performance among all participants. For
example, calculating the difference between maximum and
minimum performances, or the standard deviation of perfor-
mances, or Jain’s Fairness Index [27]. Fairness can be viewed
at as all jobs having equal I/O performance. In practice, this
is difficult to enforce and impractical to achieve in a diverse
and dynamic I/O environment of an HPC storage system. Job
I/O performance depends on a variety of job-specific aspects
which are not in control of GIFT (GIFT only performs time-
divided bandwidth allocation) such as number of OSTs across
which a file is stripped, size of I/O, type and pattern of I/O, I/O
interface (POSIX, MPIIO, STDIO), etc. Thus, while GIFT
enforces equal opportunity in terms of bandwidth (resource)
allocation as hard constraint, it cannot enforce overall equal
I/O performance.

In the case of GIFT, one could argue that fairness can be
defined as all applications having equal improvement as com-
pared to POFS. However, this definition is not meaningful
since POFS already performs instantaneous fair allocation,
thus, I/O performance with POFS is fair and attempting to
achieve “fair improvement from a fair performance” does not
have practical value for end users. Therefore, as discussed
in Sec. 4, GIFT’s fairness is better quantified by focusing
on the applications which achieves worse performance than

POFS. If the improvement over POFS is positive, then GIFT
is considered fair for such beneficiary applications, but the
improvement over POFS among such beneficiary applications
is not equal. This is because GIFT rewards certain applica-
tions opportunistically by increasing their I/O bandwidth if
it helps reduce the overall bandwidth waste. Finally, GIFT
compensates unfairness in one type of resource allocation by
allocating another type of resource - this feature makes GIFT
fairness fundamentally different than traditional notions.

6 Related Work

Many prior works have focused on identifying the root causes
of contention and characterizing the I/O bottlenecks [2,10,12,
22, 28, 31, 34, 38, 39, 46, 47, 63, 68, 81, 82, 85]. These works
do not propose mitigation techniques. Studies focusing on
application-level techniques [13, 35, 42, 56, 61, 89, 91, 92],
such as CALCioM [14], rely on application modifications and
cooperation for coordinating I/O transactions among appli-
cations. Client-side solutions, which coordinate I/O requests
to and from the client-attached burst buffers or requests han-
dlers [6, 25, 29, 36, 37, 76–78], end up underutilizing the back-
end bandwidth due to the lack of a storage-system view. In
general, client-side techniques are complementary to GIFT
and can be used to further enhance application performance.
On the other hand, server-side solutions aim to efficiently
schedule the I/O requests from the server nodes to the disk
targets [17, 20, 21, 50, 64, 69, 70, 72, 74, 90]. For example,
IOrchestrator [88] uses spacial locality of I/O requests to
unfairly prioritize the most disk efficient requests. Note that
none of these studies consider the distributed and synchronous
I/O behavior of HPC applications. This paper introduced,
GIFT, a new I/O bandwidth allocation approach to ensure syn-
chronous I/O progress for HPC application while maximizing
I/O throughput and ensuring fairness.

7 Conclusion

Improving effective system I/O bandwidth, providing fairness
among applications, and ensuring synchronous I/O progress
are three major challenges in parallel storage systems, but
no existing approaches have considered them as a joint prob-
lem. GIFT identifies and solves this new problem using a
throttle-and-reward approach - yielding significant improve-
ments (17% in mean effective system I/O bandwidth and
10% in the mean application I/O time). GIFT is available at
https://github.com/GoodwillComputingLab/GIFT.
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